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“To the Golden Rod '' by Edward MacDowell is a testament to the influence of European                

impressionism, both of Germanic and French origins, and the integral part they played in              

shaping American ‘Lieder’. This song, who’s text was written by the composer, recounts a              

nomadic girl who we later learn throughout the text is not so much a girl, as a state of mind that                     

cannot be changed nor encroached on by the ever-changing seasons of nature, Autumn, Winter,              

etc. This dreamy depiction of one’s eternal authentic contentedness manifests itself within the             

music, as the entire piece is in a state of easy carelessness, and a wilting gesture is seen in the                    

music, almost like a leaf falling from the top of a tree. The vocal line from the first note leaves us                     

suspended in the tonicity of Bb major, wilting down to Ab major nice and slowly, only to take us                   

back up through the process of 7ths, to the apex of page one, Eominor7 
chord. The music then             

 
    

transitions into the Debussian portion with another example the floating like aesthetic, parallel in              

the pianist chords, an Ab9 which encloses two downward sloping ‘motifs’, transitioning into a              

fminor chord with ‘suggested’ cminorm7
to a dbminor chord, ultimately then introducing us to the               

expansive stacked fminor chord. The abundance of this 3 note downward progression is             

prevalent everywhere in this piece, and provides the listener with a feeling of groundedness and               

resolution, and when listening it is difficult not to hear ‘fa, me, rey, do’ and thus he toys with                   

resolution versus continuation. The second page is where one can assume MacDowell’s            

familiarity with Debussian musical construction, evidenced by his connection with Debussy on a             

amiable plane while in studies at the Paris Conservatory. MacDowell officially started his             
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training at the Conservatory in 1877, but just like Debussy was unhappy with the training he had                 

received and subsequently went in search of an education and mentor who suited his musical               

aspirations. He settled upon Carl Heymann , a German pianist and composer, and when Carl had               
2

accepted a position at Frankfurt Conservatory, MacDowell was to follow him. Although            

MacDowell’s time at the Paris Conservatory, 1877-1879, was brief, I believe his ear was forever               

attuned to French melomania from his years in Paris as well as his friendship with Debussy,                

although the Germanic influence takes precedence over notable influences, as MacDowell spent a             

majority of his compositional career in Germany and the Frankfurt Conservatory where he was              

introduced to Franz Liszt after Liszt had heard him play the piano part of Robert Schumann's                

Quintet, op. 44 in 1880 during one of Raff’s compositional classes .  
3

The majority of MacDowell’s Lieder was written from the 1880s-early 1900s, and Op.60             

containing To the Golden Rod consequently was the last of the vocal opuses to be published,                

although there were two more vocal pieces published after this. What is interesting is that after                
4

returing to America and establishing himself, he was enveloped in a debate about nationalistic              
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3“Edward Alexander MacDowell (1860-1908).” The Library of Congress. Accessed January 6, 2020. 
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elements in music, and his views went in the direction that nationalisitic music is inherently               

political and that strictly American music programs should be avoided. This sentiment is echoed              

in Samuel Barber, “-but Sam did not believe in nationalism, of having to be an American in that                  

sense. One had to be oneself. He said, I don’t feel particularly American. Sam never had that                 

preoccupation.” MacDowell didn’t reject the American national spirit, but instead was a            
5

proponent of the inundation of the American spirit with that of European ideals, particularly              

within his own skill set, European musical practices. This sentiment is not exclusively codified              

within the actions of MacDowell only but by countries worldwide, “The idea of             

universality-composers tried to instill into music... were never viewed as opposites.           

Nationalism was seen as a means, not a hindrance, to universality, - it was almost always the                 

vehicle,” thus explaining why the international acclaim won by a plethora of composers is directly               

correlated to their synthesization of their home-countries folk history and that of the European              

tradition of traditional compositional components, ie., structure, harmony, etc. Opus 60 was            

composed during MacDowell’s first sabbatical in 1902-3, touring both the United States and             
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Canada as a pianist, and during the time prior at his current position as the first professorship of                  

music at Columbia University, MacDowell was finding less and less time to compose longer              

compositional works and instead was only able to produce songs and shorter compositions, but              

this is not to say he wasn’t fruitful with his work, creating the unpublished work, ‘2 College Songs                  

for female voices’, 2 pieces for piano, Summer Wind, and others. What is so remarkable about                
7

MacDowell’s compositional voice is his ‘dis-enchantment’ of the Paris Conservatory didn’t lead            

him to abandon French musical mannerisms, but instead synthesized their characteristics into            

his ‘Euro-American’ voice, thereby not adhering solely to one or the other but coagulating them               

both, which in turns makes the essence of their respective origins more coherent.  

Noticeably in To the Golden Rod is the sectionality of the short ‘lied’, as in measure 10 we                  

are easily launched into the ‘Debussian’ impressionistic harmonies by a Db 5th pedal in the               

piano’s left hand and a progression of DbM, DbM expanded, f minor, so Db Major is here acting                  

as the pivot point which propels the harmony to take refuge in a certain key, even for a minute.                   

This is not to last as in measure 14, with the vocal lines ‘and’ we are sharply snapped into FM                    

whose measure ends in a 7th chord, which then leads us back into a pedaled 5th in the pianist's                   

left hand. Measures 15-18 showcases MacDowells affinity for tonal warmth, as with the FMajor to               

7th progression, the 7th takes on 4/2 
which keeps this wilting sensation in the line, and this is      

 
           

apparent again in the transition from FM to d minor, and then to a minor. Noticeable is his                  

choice of using 4th and 5ths, especially within this section where transitions from Debussian              

expansive chords tend to rely on 4th/5th intervallic motion, ie., dm-am, DbM-fm, BbM-dm,             

dm-stacked chord of BbM/gm. Fourth and fifths are described in colour as Red—Yellow-Green ,             
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and the relationship shared between the 4th and 5th is one of a striving to be like the other, as                    

5Wentzel, Wayne C., and Michael J. Budds. The Adagio of Samuel Barber. Missoula, MT: College Music Society, 
2013. 
6 Or before, as the date of this composition is concurrent with his tour and thus one can hypothesiz that due to his 
touring, his compositional output would have been slowed, see “Edward MacDowell: Musical Nationalism and an 
American Tone Poet’ for more information. 
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https://imslp.org/wiki/List_of_works_by_Edward_MacDowell. 
8Lubar, Nancy. “Colour Intervals.” katherine lubar. Accessed February 6, 2020. 
http://www.katlubar.com/html/theories.html. 



when the 4th is connected to a 3rd it acts as a downward step, but conversely when paired with a                    

fifth it provides a complimentary aural sound, thereby maintaining a stability and yearning to be               

united with its consonant fifth partner. One can infer that the thought of colour as related to                 

chordal relationships was not on the mind of MacDowell, but the feeling that the B section is                 
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explicitly balanced and secure is indeed felt, the wash of rey-do in measure 17 leading to a                 

downward movement of C, Bb, A, culminating in a quais-cadential chord of gminor4/2. The              
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feeling that is produced by the fermata being on the F, which is the 7th of g minor, provides an                    

inclination to suppose that it is functioning as a tey, do instead of being a concrete cadential                 

period which transitions us back to the beginning of the A section. Rather, the purpose of the                 

fermata and ambiguous nature of the chord that accompanies the word ‘race’ could be              

determined by the textual cadence, as measure 18 lines up with, “-in the race. That ends with                 

hoary winter’s pace-.” What is striking is the deliberate choice by MacDowell to not subjugate               

the music to the stop of the poetic line, indicated by the capital T. He continues with the                  

language, which I believe was the right choice, due to the context of the line indicating one’s full                  

contentedness (depicted as a girl) laughing in the face of the changing seasons, beaming light in                

the way of the race of the seasons culminating with hoary’s winter’s pace, in this case hoary                 
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being attributed to the ancient, out-dated race that Winter takes on every seasonal year. Her               

scoffing of the season’s going past, letting nothing affect her could have been interpreted as the                

reason for the suspension and ultimate propulsion into the last 3 measures of the second page                

which stands unlike the music that came before, both visually with its use of M2’s and uniformed                 

motion but theoretically also with a transition from gminor(m7) 
to Gmajorm7

to gdimm7
for the        

 
   

 
   

entire rest of the 3 measure transition to the A’ section. The copying of the vocalist line in the                   

right hand of the pianist in measure 20-21, octave F to Db, mimics the vocalist’s tracing of the                  

Bbm chord, and this mimicking is completed with the first chord of the A’ prime section, which                 

happens to be a Bbminor chord, completing the feeling of  

sol, me, do.  
In the final section of McDowell's lied is where he shows his skills in creating variations of                 

pre-existing harmonic structures which becomes evident only after establishing the tune once            

more until measure 25 where only the vocal line is altered, and in measure 26 when the piano                  

parts starts its alterational process. The introduction to the A’ section with the major third invites                

a feeling of settling and arriving rather than a suspending feeling, as if the breeze or ‘falling leaf’                  

has found its rest. Even though one might find it inconsequential, I believe it a poignant detail as                  

it sets up the A’ with a Bbminorm7 
instead of a Bbminor chord on the vocalist’s word, in. This 7th       

 
            

chord transitions to EbMm7
in the A’ section is heard in the A section but without the 7th                  

accompanying, and this one note change causes the feeling of this opening to shift due to the Ab                  

being the P4 of Db and concurrently the Bb being the P4 of Eb, thus leading me to the notion of                     

the power of the P4 and P5 in shaping our feeling of more consonance when paired together. No                  

9 Related to the ABA’ prime structure of the entire composition  
10 This chord can be interpreted as a stacked chord of Bb major and gminor, as the rey do in the gminor chord is 
apparent as well as the case that the Bb fifth pedal remains and thereby dominates the left hand of the harmonic 
environment.  
11 Hoary: extremely old/gray or white with or as if with age 
Merriam-Webster. Merriam-Webster. Accessed February 6, 2020. 
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/hoary.  



change occurs until measure 25 for the voice, where the line continues up culminating in a climax                 

of the word, ‘wayward’ accompanied with a Bbminorm7 
which then is followed by a passing       

 
       

unison note to Ebminorm7
, yet again another example of the P4 in action. Interesting to note is                 

the change of one note in measure 26 for the pianist in the Ebmm7
, where when compared to the                   

parallel chord in measure 7 EbMajorm7
, the noticeable change is the G is flatted thus creating a                 

resigning feeling, and that Gb then leads to a Gnatural, part of the EbMm7
in the following                 

measure, thus MacDowell is still adhering to formal compositional rules. 

The ending of the piece deserves ample investigation, as the ending encapsulates the             

melodic and harmonic feeling of the entire piece within its crossing of clefs and ambiguous               

chords, although not dissonant but hard to identify. The first beat of the preantepenultimate              

measure starts with a Ab/Eb pedal, reminiscent of measures 11-15 but unlike those measures the               

emphasis isn’t really given to the Ab nature but the lean into Eb major is most prevalent, almost                  

nullifying the notes under the top note of the chords revisiting the theme, which would suggest                

perhaps that the first chord of the preantepenultimate measure is serving as a Eb11 chord rooted                

in Ab major, transitioning to the V, goes to an vm7
/V where the eb is transitory, then the vm7

/V is                    

used again to get us into the a reiteration of the Eb11 chord to true V, cadencing into I, with an                     

arpeggio of Ab major. Once again, much of the tension and release of crucial points in this piece                  

are based on the relationship of the P4th an 5th’s and through the observation of their placement                 

one can feel a unity in the harmonic flow. One other noticing is the progression of intervallic                 

motion of the climax of the final page during, ‘wayward grace’, where the intervallic motion               

copies that of piano in measure 7 in the A section. The motion in the A section is M2, m3, M3, m3                      

and the subsequent motion in the vocal line in measure 27 is M2 (m3-2), M2, m3, and the piano                   

line’s motion is the same as the pianist part hasn’t changed in the right hand yet. What this                  

proves might be insignificant but if we consult the colours associated with M2’s and m3rds , his                
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use of the two distinct emotional evocations pair well together as the tension created by the                

minor second is released by the Major 3rd, and this is also the case with the 7ths throughout the                   

piece, usually followed by a harmonious chord. He perceived, in other words, that the road to                

universality led through nationalism, a cultivation of a mindset that America was a ‘peripheral              

European nation’ and that it wasn’t European musical tradition vs. ours, but what was required               

was to conjoin the European training that infiltrated the musical circles of America with that of                

the true roots of Americana, the Native Americans. Throughout Op. 60 is the amalgamtion of that                

quality, of a understanding that it isn’t wrong to rely on pre-existing European structure as a                

bolster for a countries own nationalistic roots, rather it was through this blending that true               

innovation occured, not only with music but in all things.  

 

 

12 Minor 3rd: “harmonious, but still fairly subtle, as it is not a very great leap. There is something of the feeling of 
‘sadness’ or ‘gentleness’ that occurs in the musical equivalent. 
   Major 2nd: “a bit less subtle when used in colour” 
Lubar, Nancy. “Colour Intervals.” katherine lubar. Accessed February 6, 2020. http://www.katlubar.com/html/theories.html. 


